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Abstract: Using traditional Chinese medicine residue biomass as the raw material and industrial
limestone as a carbon absorbent, this paper investigates the production of hydrogen-rich synthesis
gas in a pilot-scale calcium looping dual fluidized bed (DFB) system. The study focuses on analyzing
the distribution characteristics of temperature and pressure, as well as the operation and control
methods of the DFB system. The effects of reaction temperature, material layer height (residence
time), water vapor/biomass ratio (S/B), and calcium/carbon molar ratio (Ca/C) on gasification
products are examined. The experimental results demonstrate that as the temperature (600–700 ◦C),
S/B ratio (0.5–1.5), Ca/C ratio (0–0.6), and other parameters increase, the gas composition shows
a gradual increase in the volume content of H2, a gradual decrease in the volume content of CO,
and an initial increase and subsequent decrease in the volume content of CH4. Within the range of
operating conditions in this study, the optimal conditions for producing hydrogen-rich gas are 700 ◦C,
an S/B ratio of 1.5, and a Ca/C ratio of 0.6. Furthermore, increasing the height of the material layer
in the gasification furnace (residence time) enhances the absorption of CO2 by the calcium absorbents,
thus promoting an increase in the volume content of H2 and the carbon conversion rate in the gas.

Keywords: biomass gasification; dual fluidized bed; calcium looping; hydrogen production

1. Introduction

DFB technology and the classic two-step chemical chain reaction process are mutually
compatible, making the chemical chain reactor predominantly a cyclic dual bed structure.
DFB gasification technology allows for the separation of pyrolysis gasification and semi-
coke combustion of solid fuels (such as coal, biomass, etc.). It utilizes high-temperature cir-
culating bed materials to provide heat for the gasifier, producing medium-to-high calorific
value fuel gas without the need for pure oxygen or oxygen-rich gasification agents. Ex-
tensive research has been conducted on this technology [1]. Chemical chain technology
involves the participation of solid-phase carrier materials carrying target substances (such
as hydrogen, nitrogen, carbon, oxygen, etc.) in corresponding gas–solid reactions [2]. In
2001, Chalmers University of Technology in Sweden successfully operated the world’s first
reaction device based on the chemical chain combustion process using gas fuel methane [3],
demonstrating the feasibility of this technology. Subsequently, chemical chain technology
has gained significant attention, and research institutions worldwide have constructed
chemical chain reactors of various types and scales [4–10]. The commonly studied carrier
materials are oxygen carriers and carbon carriers. Carbon carrier chemical chains are
primarily employed for capturing carbon dioxide or enhancing hydrogen production by
adsorbing carbon dioxide through carbon carriers [11–15].

Currently, research on chemical chain carrier materials primarily focuses on two strate-
gies: (1) Utilizing natural ores as carrier materials and integrating them with other related
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industries to achieve synergistic energy and production processes. For instance, the calcifi-
cation chain process can be combined with cement production by using deactivated carbon
carriers in the calcification chain process for cement production or utilizing the substantial
heat generated in cement production to regenerate carbon carriers [16]. Similarly, the iron-
based chemical chain process can be integrated with iron and steel metallurgy production
by utilizing slag from iron and steel production as an oxygen carrier in the chemical chain
process [17]; (2) Enhancing the reaction activity of natural ores by incorporating additives
to obtain improved and stable carrier materials. Density functional theory (DFT), molecular
modeling-assisted experimental verification, and other methods are employed to gain a
deeper understanding of the microscopic properties of materials. These insights assist in
reverse designing the artificial preparation of carrier materials with durable performance,
stable structure, and high cost-efficiency [18–20].

The advancement of the hydrogen energy industry has created vast application oppor-
tunities for hydrogen production through biomass gasification based on calcium looping
technology, thus driving its development. Key factors influencing the hydrogen produc-
tion process from calcium-based chemical chain biomass gasification include temperature,
residence time, S/B, and Ca/C, among others. However, in a DFB system, parameters such
as the gasification reaction temperature and residence time of the raw material cannot be
directly controlled; instead, they are achieved by adjusting the circulation rate of bed mate-
rials and the height of the gasification furnace material layer through primary air, return air,
and other means. The DFB system operates as an intricately interactive and coupled system
of various processes, making it challenging to independently adjust a single parameter.
This study focuses on investigating the operation and regulation characteristics of a pilot-
scale DFB system. Additionally, it employs inexpensive and readily available industrial
limestone as a carbon absorber to explore the hydrogen production characteristics and
influencing factors of calcium-based chemical chain biomass gasification. The ultimate goal
is to further promote the industrialization and development of DFB biomass gasification
technology for the synthesis of hydrogen-rich syngas in the calcium looping process.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Physical Model

The DFB gasification process typically comprises three main processes: pyrolysis,
gasification, and combustion. Based on the primary reactions involved, the entire DFB
system can be divided into four distinct regions: I, II, III, and IV (refer to Figure 1) [21–23].
Ideally, each region is responsible for accomplishing the corresponding reactions described
below [24–26].

Zone I, also known as the raw material layer, is situated in the middle section of the
gasification furnace reaction zone. Within this region, biomass raw materials are subjected
to heating and drying by high-temperature circulating bed materials. Simultaneously,
the biomass undergoes pyrolysis reactions, leading to the production of pyrolysis gas,
semi-coke, and tar.

The reaction equation is as follows:

Biomass→ Char + Tar + Gases (CO, H2, CH4, CO2, H2O, CnHm) (1)

Zone II is positioned in the lower section of the raw material layer, where the semi-coke
reacts with the gasification agent (air or water vapor) as follows:

2C + O2 → 2CO (2)

C + H2O→ CO + H2 (3)
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Zone III is situated above the raw material layer. Within this region, the primary reac-
tions encompass gas component transformation and tar cracking, which can be summarized
as follows:

CO + H2O→ CO2 + H2 (4)

Tar→ CO + H2 + CO2 + CH4 + CnHm (5)

Zone IV is located in the combustion furnace, where semi-coke and air undergo
combustion reactions:

C + O2 → CO2 (6)
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Figure 1. The diagram of reaction zones of a dual fluidized bed system.

2.2. Experimental Device

The DFB gasification system diagram and physical image are illustrated in Figure 2a,b,
respectively. The combustion furnace measures 3000 mm in height and has an inner
diameter of 100 mm. The gasifier, on the other hand, has a height of 1500 mm and an
inner diameter of 200 mm. Both the combustion furnace and the gasifier are connected
through two return feeders, namely the upper and lower feeders. Feeding ports are
present on the upper part of the combustion furnace and the gasification furnace. The DFB
reactor is constructed using a heat-resistant alloy, Cr25Ni20, and is covered with aluminum
silicate fiber insulation. The gas analyzer model is Gasboard-3100P. CO, CO2, and CH4 are
measured using NDIR (Non-Dispersive Infrared) technology, H2 is measured using TCD
(Thermal Conductivity Detector) technology, and O2 is measured using electrochemical
methods. The gas analyzer is arranged in the tail flue.

The temperature measurement points, pressure measurement points, and feeding port
positions for the combustion furnace are presented in Table 1. Similarly, Table 2 displays
the temperature measurement points, pressure measurement points, feeding ports, and
gasification agent inlet positions for the gasifier.
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Table 1. Temperature measurement points, pressure measurement points, and feeding port positions
of the combustion furnace.

Title Symbol Position (Air Distribution Plate Distance/mm)

Air chamber temperature T0 −40
Dense phase zone temperature T1 200

Temperature at the boundary of the lean and dense
phase zone in the combustion furnace T2 700

Middle part temperature T3 1500
Middle part temperature T4 2950

Pressure of chamber P0 −40
Bottom pressure of combustion furnace P1 200
Middle pressure of combustion furnace P2 1500

Top pressure of combustion furnace P3 2950
inlet 400

Table 2. Temperature measurement points, pressure measurement points, feeding port and air inlet
positions of the gasifier.

Title Symbol Position (Air Distribution Plate Distance/mm)

Bottom temperature T8 255
Middle temperature T7 800

Top temperature T9 1600
Bottom temperature P8 255

Middle pressure P7 800
Top pressure P6 1600
Bottom inlet 100

Top inlet 1650
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The temperature is measured using a K-type thermocouple with a tolerance/error
tolerance of ±0.75; the differential pressure signals are measured and transmitted through
pressure transmitters (Figure 3a). The frequency regulator controls the feeding motor’s
frequency. All measurement results are converted into standard electrical signals and
inputted into a computer for real-time data collection, display, and recording. The air
volumes are measured using a rotameter (Figure 3b) and recorded manually.
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2.3. Raw Materials

The biomass raw materials utilized in this study were Chinese herb residues (CHR)
sourced from a pharmaceutical company in Shandong Province. The initial moisture
content of the CHR was approximately 70%. Following natural drying, crushing, and
screening, particles with an average size of about 5 mm and a moisture content of about
5% were selected as the experimental raw materials. The air-dried basis properties of the
material are presented in Table 3.

Table 3. Ultimate and proximate analysis of the CHR (air-dried basis).

Project Value Method Instrument

Moisture 5.45

Industrial methods of coal analysis

scale (GB1302)
drying oven (102A)

Ash 10.14
Volatiles 67.34 scale (GB1302)

Fixed Carbon 17.07 muffle (RJM-1.8-10)
Lower

Heating Value
(LHV) (kJ/kg)

Heat Value 15,300 Method for determination of calorific value of coal Calorimeter (AC-350 USA)

Ultimate
Analysis

(wt%)

C 42.31 Methods for determination of carbon and hydrogen in coal TQ-3 type C and H
element analyzerH 6.01

S 0.25 Method for determination of total sulfur in coal CLS-1 Coulomb sulfur
meter

N 3.23 Method for elemental analysis of coal Chemical titrator
O 32.61 Method for determination of oxygen in coal Flash Smart

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Temperature and Pressure Characteristics of DFB
3.1.1. Temperature Characteristics

The experimental process consists of four stages, as follows: (1) Combustion furnace
heating stage: The dense phase zone of the combustion furnace is heated by the hot flue gas
from the natural gas burner. The temperature gradually rises to 400 ◦C, and the fuel quantity
increases with the temperature until the average temperature of the combustion furnace
reaches 800 ◦C and stabilizes. (2) Gasifier heating stage: The upper loop seal’s loose air and
fluidized air are activated, allowing high-temperature bed material to enter the gasifier and
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heat it up. Simultaneously, the lower loop seal’s loose air and fluidized air are activated
to return the bed material from the gasifier to the combustion furnace, thus establishing
bed material circulation. The gasifier temperature increases to above 600 ◦C and stabilizes.
(3) Transition from combustion to gasification: Biomass raw materials are gradually fed
into the gasifier through a feeder while the fuel feed volume in the combustion furnace
gradually decreases. This gradual adjustment facilitates the transition from a combustion
state to a gasification state. (4) Stable gasification stage: The gasification agent (air or water
vapor) continuously flows into the gasification furnace, and air continuously flows into the
combustion furnace. Within the gasifier, biomass raw materials react with the gasification
agents to produce gas and semi-coke. The semi-coke enters the combustion furnace to heat
the circulating bed material, while the high-temperature circulating bed material enters
the gasifier to provide the necessary energy for gasification. Throughout this stage, the
system’s temperature, pressure, and gas composition remain stable. Figure 4 depicts the
temperature variation curve of the system.
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As depicted in Figures 4 and 5a, the temperature distribution within the gasifier
during gasification follows the pattern: T7 > T8 > T9. The maximum temperature difference
observed during stable operation exceeds 200 ◦C, which can be attributed to the gasifier’s
operational characteristics. The middle section of the gasifier serves as the high-temperature
bed material mixing area, functioning as the primary gasification reaction zone. The bottom
section, on the other hand, is another significant area for gasification reactions. Here,
biomass particles absorb heat and undergo pyrolysis during the settling process, leading to
a lower temperature at the bottom. The top section represents the gas phase zone, which
exhibits a lower temperature due to heat dissipation and secondary cracking. In contrast,
the combustion furnace demonstrates a uniform temperature distribution along its height
direction. In the combustion state, the temperature difference between the bottom and
top of the combustion furnace is 28 ◦C. During gasification, the temperature difference
between the top and bottom of the combustion furnace reduces to 17 ◦C, as illustrated in
Figure 5b. This uniform temperature distribution can be attributed to the utilization of a
circulating fluidized bed combustion method in the combustion furnace, along with a high
circulation rate (with a calculated circulation rate of over 40 under gasification conditions).
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Consequently, the concentration of circulating bed material within the furnace remains
significantly high.
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3.1.2. Pressure Variation Characteristics

Figure 6 illustrates the variation curve of pressure difference at different positions
during the heating, switching, and gasification processes in the DFB system. Pressure
difference is a crucial parameter for assessing the operational status of a DFB system. It
reflects important factors that influence gasification characteristics, such as the fluidized
state of the combustion and gasification furnaces, bed material circulation, and material
layer height. The DFB system exhibits distinct pressure distribution characteristics during
different operational stages. During the heating stage, as the air volume increases, the bed
material in the combustion furnace transitions from a critical fluidized state to a circulating
fluidized state, resulting in a sudden increase in pressure difference (P12) in the dense
phase zone of the combustion furnace. The gradual increase in pressure difference (P34)
at the top of the combustion furnace indicates a corresponding increase in the amount of
circulating bed material, which influences the temperature of the gasifier; in the subsequent
stages, the pressure difference (P12) in the dense phase area of the combustion furnace
abruptly decreases, while the pressure difference in the middle of the combustion furnace
(P23), the pressure difference at the top of the combustion furnace (P34), and the pressure
difference in the gasification furnace (P78) experience a sudden increase. This indicates that
the combustion furnace enters a rapid fluidized transition state, and the material layer in
the gasification furnace increases. By adjusting the wind speed, the height of the material
layer inside the gasifier can be modified, which is reflected in the pressure difference (P78).
The height of the gasification furnace material layer directly influences the residence time
of biomass in the gasification furnace, which subsequently affects the characteristics of
the gasification products. The height of the gasification furnace material layer can be
adjusted by the air volume of the lower return feeder and is reflected by the pressure
difference (P78). The distribution patterns of gas composition, cold gas efficiency (CGE)
(Equation (7)), and carbon conversion rate (Equation (8)) were investigated in gasification
furnaces with material layer heights of 100 mm, 200 mm, and 400 mm, operating at a
temperature of 650 ◦C, Ca/C ratio of 0.4, and S/B ratio of 1. The findings are depicted in
Figure 7 [27–29]. The experimental results demonstrate that the height of the gasification
furnace material layer has a significant impact on the gas composition, CGE, and carbon
conversion rate. Increasing the height of the material layer in the gasification furnace
(thus extending the residence time) positively influences the volume content of H2 and the
carbon conversion rate in the gas. This can be attributed to the longer residence time for raw
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material gasification and increased contact time between the gas and calcium absorbent,
which enhances carbon capture.

CGE =
LHV of product gas [ kJ

kg

]
LHV of fuel feedstock fed into the system [ kJ

kg

] (7)

C− conversion(%) =
Gasified carbon in the product gas [g]

Carbon of feedstock fed into the system [g]
(8)

where LHV represents the lower heating value.
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3.2. Gasification Performance of DFB

This section focuses on examining the impact of gasifier temperature, S/B ratio, and
Ca/C ratio parameters on the characteristics of producing hydrogen-rich syngas through
the gasification of traditional Chinese medicine residue in the calcification chain.

3.2.1. Influence of Temperature

Gasification temperature is a critical factor that significantly impacts the efficiency and
effectiveness of biomass gasification processes. In this study, traditional Chinese medicine
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residue was employed as the raw material, while industrial limestone served as the bed
material. The experimental conditions included a Ca/C ratio of 0.4 and an S/B ratio of 1.

The impact of temperature on biomass gasification products is illustrated in Figure 8,
where the gasifier’s middle temperature (T7) is set at 600 ◦C, 650 ◦C, or 700 ◦C. The results
demonstrate significant variations in gas composition with temperature changes. Firstly,
the volume fraction of H2 in the gas increases notably with temperature, rising from
27.45% at 600 ◦C to 59.7% at 700 ◦C. This increase can be attributed to the breaking of
hydrocarbon bonds in organic macromolecules as the temperature rises, resulting in a
higher concentration of volatile components. Secondly, the volume fraction of CO2 initially
decreases and then increases with increasing temperature, ranging from 12.14% at 600 ◦C to
10.74% at 700 ◦C. The initial decrease may be attributed to the absorption of a considerable
amount of CO2 by calcium oxide, which promotes the progress of the water–gas shift
reaction and methane reforming reaction, leading to increased H2 production. As the
temperature continues to rise, the reaction rate between calcium oxide and CO2 is impeded,
resulting in a slower increase in the volume fraction of CO2. Thirdly, the volume fraction
of CO gradually decreases with temperature, ranging from 25.03% at 600 ◦C to 10.95% at
700 ◦C. The presence of calcium oxide facilitates the significant reduction in CO’s volume
fraction as it is consumed in the water–gas shift reaction. Lastly, the volume fraction
of CH4 initially increases and then decreases with temperature, ranging from 15.27% at
600 ◦C to 10.65% at 700 ◦C. The increase in CH4 concentration is primarily attributed to the
pyrolysis of biomass raw materials and tar cracking, as their generation rate in the reactor
surpasses that of the methane reforming reaction. The reaction system inside the gasifier is
the coupling and equilibrium of various reaction subsystems, such as tar cracking reaction,
water gas shift reaction, and methane generation and reforming reaction, and is influenced
by the chemical reaction rate. Thus, a perfect explanation for experimental phenomena is
not easy. The increase in CO2 at 650 ◦C to 700 ◦C may be influenced by chemical reaction
kinetics factors.
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The calorific value of the gas exhibits a characteristic trend with temperature variations,
as depicted in Figure 9. It follows an initial increase and then a decrease pattern as the
temperature rises. The range of relatively high calorific values is observed between 640 ◦C
and 660 ◦C. This behavior can be attributed to the changes in gas composition at different
temperatures. Between 600 ◦C and 650 ◦C, the volume fraction of CO decreases while the
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fractions of H2 and CH4 continue to increase. This shift in gas composition leads to an
overall increase in the total gas calorific value. In this temperature range, the increase in H2
content, combined with CH4, contributes significantly to the higher calorific value of the
gas. However, as the temperature exceeds 650 ◦C, both the CH4 and CO fractions start to
decrease while the H2 content continues to increase. It is important to note that CH4 is a
gas with a high calorific value, and its presence significantly influences the overall calorific
value of the gas. Consequently, after surpassing 660 ◦C, the total calorific value of the gas
begins to decline due to the decrease in the CH4 fraction.
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3.2.2. The Effect of S/B

The addition of gasification agents plays a crucial role in influencing gas production, as
they directly react with biomass pyrolysis gas and semi-coke. Different types of gasification
agents, such as air, water vapor, and oxygen, can be used. In this experiment, the gasification
temperature in the fluidized bed was maintained at 650 ◦C, and the Ca/C ratio was 0.4. By
varying the amount of added water vapor, the impact of S/B ratios ranging from 0.5 to 1.5
on biomass gasification products was investigated.

Figure 10 illustrates the results of this study. As the S/B ratio increases from 0.5 to 1.5,
the volume fraction of H2 continues to rise, ranging from 30.14% to 45.51%. In contrast, the
volume fraction of CO gradually decreases with increasing S/B, declining from 30.04% to
18.27%. The volume fraction of CO2 exhibits an initial decrease followed by an increase
as S/B increases, ranging from 12.46% to 13.19%. Similarly, the volume fraction of CH4
initially increases and then decreases with increasing S/B, reaching a peak value of 16.01%
when S/B is at its highest (1.5).

These results can be explained by the role of water vapor in promoting the water–gas
shift reaction and its interaction with carbon and CO. With an increase in the S/B ratio,
the concentration of H2 in the gas gradually increases while the volume fraction of CO
decreases. This is due to the reaction between CO and water vapor, which generates H2
and CO2. The rate of CO generation is lower than its consumption rate, resulting in a
decrease in its volume fraction as the water vapor flow rate increases. When the S/B ratio
increases from 0.5 to 1, the CO2 generated by the water–gas shift reaction is absorbed by
CaO in the reactor, leading to a gradual decrease in the volume fraction of CO2. However,
once the adsorption capacity of CaO reaches saturation, the volume fraction of CO2 starts
to increase.
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3.2.3. The Effect of Ca/C

To investigate the influence of industrial limestone on gas composition, experiments
were conducted at a temperature of 650 ◦C with a fixed S/B ratio of 1. Different Ca/C
molar ratios of 0, 0.2, 0.4, and 0.6 were used. The results are presented in Figure 11. As
the Ca/C ratio increases from 0 to 0.4, the volume fraction of H2 increases from 14.06% to
40.6%. Furthermore, as the Ca/C ratio further increases from 0.4 to 0.6, the volume fraction
of H2 continues to rise, reaching 69.17%. Conversely, the volume fraction of CO gradually
decreases with the increase in the Ca/C ratio. When Ca/C is 0, the volume fraction of
CO2 is 28.12%. However, as Ca/C increases from 0 to 0.6, the volume fraction of CO2
decreases significantly to 3.08%. Regarding CH4, its volume fraction initially increases from
10.19% (Ca/C = 0) to 19.64% (Ca/C = 0.4) and then slightly decreases to approximately 15%
(Ca/C = 0.6). These results align with the findings of Bishnu et al. [30], who investigated
the impact of CaO on gas composition and gas yield. They observed that the removal
of carbon dioxide by CaO reduces its partial pressure, leading to the promotion of the
water–gas shift reaction and ultimately improving hydrogen yield.
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4. Conclusions

This study aims to develop a cost-effective and efficient calcium-based DFB biomass
hydrogen production technology for industrial-scale implementation. The experimental
investigation focuses on examining the effects of temperature, S/B ratio, and Ca/C ratio on
hydrogen production characteristics using industrial limestone, which is readily available
and economical as a carbon absorber. The control of air flow in the system enables the
adjustment of reaction temperature and residence time of the raw materials, allowing for
optimization of the gasification process. By manipulating operating parameters such as
the S/B ratio and the Ca/C ratio, an effective technical process for biomass gasification
hydrogen production is established. This process yields hydrogen-rich synthesis gas
with a high-volume fraction of approximately 70% H2. Moreover, the composition of the
synthesis gas can be flexibly adjusted within a wide range by modifying process parameters,
facilitating its suitability for diverse downstream applications.

The stable and reliable operation of the experimental system provides a feasibility
verification for large-scale industrial hydrogen production from biomass using cost-effective
industrial limestone as a raw material in the calcification chain DFB. This research paves the
way for the potential realization of commercial-scale biomass hydrogen production, offering
an environmentally friendly and economically viable pathway for hydrogen production.
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